
TOKYO: Heavy snow caused traffic jams, flight
cancellations and disruption to train services in
central Japan yesterday, with record drifts recorded
in some areas. More than 3,200 households have
been left without power in the region, according to
Kansai Electric Power, as officials warned more
snow was forecast overnight.

No injuries or deaths due to the freezing weather
have yet been confirmed, government spokesman
Hirokazu Matsuno said. “A strong winter pressure
pattern is causing heavy snow, mainly along the Sea
of Japan side of the country from northern to west-
ern Japan, with some areas experiencing record
snowfall,” Matsuno said.

“The amount of snow is expected to increase
tomorrow... increased caution and vigilance are still
required.” A major road in the Shiga region was
closed “due to stranded vehicles”, Matsuno said,
with TV footage showing long lines of stationary
cars that later began to move.

The traffic snarl-up reportedly began when a
truck slipped near Hikone city, where 68 centime-
ters (26 inches) of snow fell in 24 hours to this
morning — 30 times deeper than average-accord-
ing to public broadcaster NHK. Nearly 200 passen-
gers were snowed in overnight on a local train line
in the region, NHK said.

One picture from a train carriage posted on
Twitter showed a huge pile of fresh powder
between two open doors as a station lamp illumi-
nated snowflakes against the night sky. Around 130
domestic flights were cancelled on Sunday due to

the snow, Jiji Press said, with NHK reporting some
50 cancellations yesterday. 

Meanwhile, Tokyo stocks closed lower in thin
holiday trade yesterday as fears lingered over the
impact of the Omicron coronavirus variant.

The benchmark Nikkei 225 index fell 0.37 per-
cent, or 106.13 points, to 28,676.46, while the
broader Topix index was down 0.45 percent, or
8.88 points, to 1,977.90.

“Concerns about Omicron weighed on the mar-
ket,” said Toshikazu Horiuchi, a broker at
IwaiCosmo Securities. Senior strategist Yoshihiro
Ito of Okasan Online Securities also warned in a
note that “the sense of caution over the spread of
infections (due to Omicron) remains strong”.

Japan is on alert after cases of the new variant
were reported in major cities including Tokyo, fol-
lowing a long period of declining daily COVID-19
infections nationwide. “The market also lacked
strength, with the number of investors limited due to
the year-end holiday,” Horiuchi told AFP.

The dollar fetched 114.43 yen in Asian afternoon
trade, up from 114.38 yen in New York on Friday.
SoftBank Group dropped 2.95 percent to 5,220 yen
following reports that Credit Suisse has launched
legal action to recover funds the bank says the
Japanese conglomerate owes. Airlines were lower
with Japan Airlines falling 0.32 percent to 2,170 yen
and ANA Holdings losing 0.29 percent to 2,376 yen.
But chip-making equipment manufacturer Tokyo
Electron jumped 2.08 percent to 65,600 yen thanks
to strong demand for semiconductors. —AFP
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Heavy snow causes traffic jams,
flight cancellations across Japan

More than 3,200 households have been left without power in central Japan

TOYAMA, Japan: People walk along a street in heavy snow in the city of Toyama, Toyama prefecture,
brought by an extreme cold front along western and northern parts of the country yesterday. — AFP

BEIJING: Embattled Chinese firm
Evergrande will deliver almost four
times the number of housing units to
buyers in December than in the previ-
ous three months, its chairman said, as
the real estate behemoth grapples
with massive debts. Evergrande-
drowning in $300 billion in liabilities-
has struggled to repay bondholders
and investors after becoming ensnared
in Beijing’s deleveraging crackdown on
the bloated property sector.

But the group-which officially
defaulted on a major bond payment
this month-has insisted it will be able
to complete tens of thousands of units
and pay off some debts. “Since the
company’s troubles began, we deliv-
ered fewer than 10,000 units in
September, October and November,”
chairman Hui Ka Yan-known as Xu
Jiayin in Mandarin-told a company
meeting Sunday evening, according to
a post on Evergrande’s official WeChat
account. “There are only five days left
this month, we must charge full steam
ahead to guarantee the delivery of
39,000 units this month.” The new
homes are across 115 developments,
he said. “Absolutely nobody at
Evergrande is allowed to ‘lie flat’,” Hui
added, referring to an internet slang
term for “slacking off” popular among

young people.
In recent months, the company has

repeatedly said it will finish its unfin-
ished projects and deliver them to
buyers in a desperate bid to salvage
its debts, despite having missed a pay-
ment of more than $1.2 billion earlier
this month. Earlier struggles to pay
suppliers and contractors due to the
debt crisis led to sustained protests
from homebuyers and investors at the
group’s Shenzhen headquarters in
September.

Since then, the bloated firm has
tried to sell off its assets and shave
down its stakes in other firms, with Hui
paying off some of the debts using his
own considerable personal wealth. The
provincial government of Guangdong-
where the firm is headquartered-is
currently overseeing Evergrande’s
debt restructuring process, but Beijing
has yet to roll back any of the restric-
tions that prompted the housing
crunch. Having already blamed the
firm’s woes on “poor management and
blind expansion”, China’s central bank
vowed Saturday to protect the rights
of homebuyers and promote the
healthy development of the real estate
market. 

A Chinese property company had
said last week that it cannot get in

touch with a money management firm
that it gave over $300 million for
investment, the latest example of the
country’s debt-crippled real estate
sector’s woes. China Fortune Land
Development said in a filing to the
Shanghai Stock Exchange that it had
recently “lost contact” with China
Create Capital after handing over the
money in 2018.

There was “no way to judge” how
the missing cash would affect Fortune
Land’s current and future earnings, the
filing said. China’s heavily indebted
property firms have struggled to keep

their heads above water since Beijing
last year launched a sweeping crack-
down on excessive leverage in the
sector. Evergrande has been the high-
est-profile firm to become ensnared in
the crisis, defaulting last week on more
than $1.2 billion of bond debt.

Fortune Land, a smaller player,
defaulted on a $530 million dollar
bond in March, according to
Bloomberg. The developer said in the
filing that one of its offshore units
signed a deal in 2018 to let a firm
called Wingskengo provide it with
wealth management services. — AFP

Evergrande vows ‘full steam
ahead’ to deliver homes

BEIJING: Evergrande-drowning in $300 billion in liabilities-has struggled to
repay bondholders and investors after becoming ensnared in Beijing’s delever-
aging crackdown on the bloated property sector.

Sri Lanka shuts 3 
foreign missions
as dollar crisis
worsens
COLOMBO: Sri Lanka announced yester-
day the closure of three overseas diplomatic
missions in a bid to save foreign currency
reserves, as the country’s central bank
slapped tighter controls on dollars needed to
finance essential imports. The Sri Lankan
High Commission (embassy) in Nigeria and
consulates in Germany and Cyprus will be
closed from January in the restructuring, the
foreign ministry said.

“The restructuring is undertaken with a
view to conserving the country’s much need-
ed foreign reserves and minimizing expendi-
ture related to maintenance of Sri Lanka’s
missions overseas,” the ministry said in a

statement. The island’s tourism-dependent
economy was hammered by the pandemic
and the government in March last year
imposed a broad import ban to shore up
forex reserves, triggering shortages of
essential goods such as fuel and sugar.

The closure of the three missions came on
the same day the Central Bank of Sri Lanka
tightened restrictions on foreign currency
remittances received by locals. It ordered all
commercial banks to hand over a quarter of
their dollar earnings to the government, up
from 10 percent.

This means banks will have even fewer
dollars to give to private traders who are
importing essential goods. Sri Lanka had
foreign reserves of just $1.58 billion at the
end of November, down from $7.5 billion
when President Gotabaya Rajapaksa took
office in 2019.

The central bank has appealed for foreign
currency — even the loose change of people
returning from overseas trips. Earlier this
month, ratings agency Fitch downgraded Sri
Lanka due to mounting fears of a sovereign
default on its $26 billion foreign debt. 

The government insisted it can meet its
obligations. Food shortages have been wors-
ened by the government’s ban on agrochemi-
cal imports, which was lifted last month after
widespread crop failures and intense farmer
protests. — AFP

Weather disasters 
cost $20bn more 
than last year: NGO
PARIS: The ten most expensive weather disasters
this year caused more than $170 billion (150 billion
euros) in damage, $20 billion more than in 2020, a
British aid group said yesterday. Each year, UK
charity Christian Aid calculates the cost of weather
incidents like flooding, fires and heat waves accord-
ing to insurance claims and reports the results.

In 2020, it found the world’s ten costliest weather
disasters caused $150 billion in damage, making this
year’s total an increase of 13 percent.

Christian Aid said the upward trend reflects the
effects of man-made climate change and added that
the ten disasters in question also killed at least
1,075 people and displaced 1.3 million.

The most expensive disaster in 2021 was hur-
ricane Ida, which lashed the eastern United
States and caused around $65 billion in damages.
After crashing into Louisiana at the end of
August, it made its way northward and caused
extensive flooding in New York City and the sur-
rounding area. Spectacular and deadly flooding in
Germany and Belgium in July was next on the list
at $43 billion in losses.

A cold snap and winter storm in Texas that took
out the vast state’s power grid cost $23 billion, fol-

lowed by flooding in China’s Henan province in
July that cost an estimated $17.6 billion.

Other disasters costing several billion dollars
include flooding in Canada, a late spring freeze in
France that damaged vineyards, and a cyclone in
India and Bangladesh in May.

The report acknowledged its evaluation mainly
covers disasters in rich countries where infrastruc-

ture is better insured and that the financial toll of
disasters on poor countries is often incalculable.

It gave the example of South Sudan where
flooding affected around 800,000 people.

“Some of the most devastating extreme weather
events in 2021 hit poorer nations, which have con-
tributed little to causing climate change,” the
report’s press release noted. — AFP

Record rainfall from Hurricane Ida turned some New York City streets into rivers and shut down subway
service. — AFP


